Study Guide - *The Crucible* Test

**Section I - Matching**

Descriptions of more important characters with names:

Abigail Williams      Reverend Samuel Parris      John Proctor
Elizabeth Proctor    Betty Parris     Giles Corey     Judge Danforth
Reverend Hale        Rebecca Nurse      Tituba         Thomas Putnam

**Section II - Multiple Choice**

Plot questions with a, b, c, d choices. Review key parts of story and review Power Points found on my website. Also review guided reading questions.

**Section III - Fill in the Blanks**

Review literary terms (allegory, irony, etc.), McCarthyism, guided reading questions, background sheet on characteristics of witches and witch hysteria, sheet on Arthur Miller and McCarthyism. Be aware of these key terms: specter/spectral evidence, familiars, poppet, Ten Commandments, adultery, theocracy, pressing.

**Section IV - Quotes**

Who said them and significance to story; review quote significance practice and guided reading questions.

**Section V - Open-Response Question**

Be aware of the eleven sentence model and IDEA graphic organizer.